Please note the SINAMICS S210 / SIMOTICS S-1FK2 servo system has been updated.

- Change to 22-bit safety-rated encoders for SIMOTICS S-1FK2 motors
- Release of extended safety functions for SINAMICS S210 (requires license)
- Release of firmware V5.1 SP1 for SINAMICS S210

Details can be found in the service and support release

The updated part numbers for the SIMOTICS S-1FK2 motors can be found in the September 2018 edition of the D32 catalog.

Additional points to note:
1. The New Way of Motion demo units are now available for distributor purchase via order number A6X30147374 ($7,500)
2. The integration into Startdrive is planned for the end of December with Startdrive V15.1
3. The release of the 3-phase power range is planned in three steps by frame size over the first half of 2019.